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Now that we are almost two months into
2000, I can look back and say with

certain fondness, it was a New Year to
remember for so many reasons: the events,
the monuments, the festivities, the endless
disputes as to whether this year or next year
marked the new millennium. Whatever
your view, it was a great celebration, except
perhaps for those poor Y2K specialists who
were obliged, at the very least, to stay sober
and within earshot of the phone.

Ah yes, the millennium bug. There have
been few IS folk who didn't hold their
breath, even briefly, as those far off Pacific
islands crossed the date line; then the 
fireworks went off in Australia and New
Zealand. And gradually it became clear that
the months and years of meticulous planning,
re-engineering, testing and re-testing had
paid off. The world had slipped gently into
2000 with few incidents. Alright, I know,
we're not out of the woods yet, and it was
more than a little galling (if very predictable)
that the popular press subsequently decided
to berate the IT profession for over-reacting
to a bug that apparently never was. But let's
treat such sensational verbiage with the
contempt it deserves: Y2K compliance was
a job well done.

As it turned out, though, it wasn't just
Y2K that pushed IS to the limits this past
year. This past holiday season may well be
remembered as the one when business-to-
consumer e-commerce peaked for the first
time. And, not surprisingly, some companies
coped with the peak far better than others
did. Tales of disenchantment with online
stores swept like wild fire through the
media; CD and book suppliers who forgot
to mention that the items weren't in stock
and wouldn't arrive before Christmas; 

customer queries that took months to
answer; Grandma's socks turning up in the
wrong place on the wrong day with no
apparent explanation. I actually received an
email from one web site stating that, while
the video I had requested was not in stock,
the free Christmas wrapping had already

been dispatched. There were security glitches,
outages, logjams and freezes, as a result of
which many of us filed dutifully back to the
stores to acquire our seasonal gifts.

Maybe I'm exaggerating a little; there
were scores of e-success stories, with share
issues the size of phone numbers. But, the
problem is that many new arrivals at the 
e-commerce party just didn't know what
they were up against. One press release that
crossed my desk last week listed (with an
unhealthy touch of schadenfreude) an
impressive array of household names who
had simply got it wrong in some way or
another on the web in the weeks leading up
to the New Year. This particular marketing
piece, from a supplier of web site testing
solutions, ran with the headline "Web Site
Disasters Signal the Need for Testing." Oh
gee, guys, I knew we'd forgotten something;

we should have tested the site.
Yes, of course we need to test, but the

sheer diversity of problems that e-commerce
pioneers have encountered shows that there
is only one certainty: We will continue to be
surprised! Y2K was, when all is said and done,
largely a predictable exercise. We couldn't be
certain that we knew where every last remote
microprocessor lay; but for the most part we
were dealing with manageable code (much
of it COBOL and RPG) and well documented
procedures. E-commerce embraces a whole
range of issues, some of them (such as
security, availability and even network band-
width) falling within the traditional domain of
IS; others (such as supply chain management,
customer relationships and procurement)
affecting the organization's whole approach to
business and crossing company boundaries.

While the business will be focusing pri-
marily on these latter issues over the next few
years, IS will be called upon increasingly to
bring data center disciplines to bear on an
often hostile environment, as more and more
legacy data is made available to the web. And
as for those areas of performance, scalability
and security that still come firmly within the
realm of IS, the message is probably clearer
today than it's ever been. Go for the most
powerful solution you can afford, and keep it
somewhere where you can manage it.
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